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January 2008

General Reference Material

For specifications information or questions contact the University Architect/Campus Planning and Design Office.

Pages labeled as:
- Standard – depict signs that must be used on the Stanford Campus when needed.
- Optional Standard – depict signs that have been used on the Stanford Campus. Other alternatives may be considered.
- Prototypes / Design – depict signs that have been recently implemented on the Stanford Campus. For non-historic buildings other alternatives will be considered.
- Optional – depict specialized signs that have been used on the Stanford Campus. Few sites may require such a sign.
Exterior: Door Vinyl Signs
Optional Standard

To be used only when necessary (door signs are not encouraged)
Easy to update via hard-stock 11x17 inserts provided by users

Single Insert Model
Easy to update via hard-stock 11x17 inserts provided by users

Single Insert Model

Double Insert Model

Single Insert Model
Interior: Donor Plaques

Prototypes
Exterior: Pedestrian Directional Signs

Standard
Exterior: Pedestrian Directional Signs

Standard
Exterior: Regulatory Round (on Square Post) Signs – Wheels Standard

Harmless Connection
Protects Container from Permanent Damage
Exterior: Regulatory Round (on Square Post) Signs - Smoking

Standard

CIRCLE PLATE ON POST SIGN

Stanford University Architect/Planning Office
Standard Campus Sign Guidelines

Scale: 1" = 1' - 0"

Updated: 05/23/07
Superseded: N/A
Exterior: Display Cases
Optional
Exterior: Cart Parking Signs

Standard

General Cart Parking Sign

Cart Parking/ Charging DECAL

Aspen White Vinyl
Arial 1/4" Width

Aspen White Vinyl
Arial 1/4" Width

Aluminum Sign with graphic detail
Attach to post with hardware that is not visible on sign front

6"x6" Galvanized Steel Stud
Powder Coated: Cardinal Industrial finishes: #800-0688-08
Black #07938, 20% Gloss
Welded cap

Golf Cart Entry/Exit

Fence Post Concrete
18" Diameter

Aspen White Vinyl
Arial 1/8" Width

NOTE: All text Aspen Font

Dragged Graphic Decal on front cover. See "Cart Parking (Charging DECAL)" detail

Drill 1/2" dia. hole in:
Provide 1" threaded rod nipple through back of post

4x4" Galvanized Steel Stud
Powder Coated: Cardinal Industrial finishes: #800-0688-08
Black #07938, 20% Gloss
Welded cap

2x5/8" Hinged Hole on back of post
with SS basic, 316L, corrosion resistant

Cart Charging Station

Scale: 1/8

Standford University Architect/Campus Planning and Design
Updated: 06/32/2007

Supervised: N/A

Standford University Architect/Campus Planning and Design
Updated: 06/32/2007

Supervised: N/A
Exterior: Emergency Assembly Point Posts

Standard
Exterior: Emergency Blue Phone Towers

Standard
Exterior: Thomas Church Kiosks
Optional Standard
Exterior: Temporary Construction Signs

Standard

**STANFORD UNIVERSITY**

**MAIN QUAD BUILDINGS 090, 100, 10 AND FREESTANDING ARCADES**

**SEISMIC STRENGTHENING AND REHABILITATION**

COMPLETION DATE: WINTER 1996

Contractor: DINWIDIE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Architect: DAVID BARTLETT ASSOCIATES / ARCHITECTS
Structural Engineer: RUTHERFORD & CHEKENE
Mechanical / Electrical Engineers: AJMANI & PAMIDI INC
Stanford Project Manager: GEORGE JONES (650) 723-0000

Minimum text height for Stanford Project Manager line is 1 inch on any size sign.
Minimum size for sign area must be 1296 square inches per 2000 GUP Conditions of Approval.

**CONSTRUCTION SIGNS/FENCING SPECIFICATIONS
EXAMPLE 1: MINIMUM SIZE**

| Stanford University Architect/Planning Office | Updated: 2/01/2002 |
| Standard Campus Site Signage Guidelines | Supervised: 8/14/2001 |

**SCALE: 1” = 8”**

Minimum text height for Stanford Project Manager line is 1 inch on any size sign.
Minimum size for sign area must be 1296 square inches per 2000 GUP Conditions of Approval.

**CONSTRUCTION SIGNS/FENCING SPECIFICATIONS
EXAMPLE 2: MAXIMUM SIZE**

| Stanford University Architect/Planning Office | Updated: 2/01/2002 |
| Standard Campus Site Signage Guidelines | Supervised: 8/14/2001 |

**SCALE: 1” = 10”**
Exterior: Monument School Signs

Standard (coming soon)